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Marconiplein is currently a traffic intersection with low quality public space, social problems and is not climate 
proof. Seeing a plein is an open space or a space to arrive and deport, spacious Marconiplein is not really 
describable as a plein. Concluding from analysis attention should be given to creating more balance between 
traffic flows, creating a climate proof canvas and  creating a space for people connect and feel at home.
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Infrastructural Connectivity
The location currently functions as a traffic 
junction with multiple modes of transport coming 
together: car, bus,  trucks, tram, metro, cyclist. 
This presents on the one hand a thread, as the 
dominance of traffic makes the place rough 
and creates a non-place. On the other hand the 
mutliple modes of transport come together which 
makes it greatly accessible.

Cultural variety
The surrounding neighborhoods create great 
opportunity as there is a great variety of cultural 
backgrounds. These cultures coming together 
makes up for a rich population and interesting 
collaborations.

Dike and green structures
The dike is an iconic piece of landscaping situated 
right in the urban fabric. There are also strong 
existing green structures flowing towards the 
square. If the dike transforms to an additional 
green structure and connects to the others it can 
improve the local urban quality.

The place is currently 
dominated by traffic, especially 
high frequency and high speed 
traffic of cars, vans and trucks. 
This mode of traffic takes up 
the largest space and pushes 
out the slow traffic modes.

Due to the dominance of traffic 
the urban texture is rough 
and hard. The large amount of 
roads makes up large part of 
paved surfaces like concrete, 
brick and tarmac and the 
tram creates a metal forest of 
powerlines, poles and traffic 
lights.

Marconi is characterised by a 
traffic junction, which makes 
it feel like a non-place. The 
height differences from the 
dike and different scales of the 
neighborhoods and Marconi 
towers makes people feel lost 
and not connected to the place.
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From Marconiplein to Marconipo[o]rtrait

Masterplan

Connext
Connecting people and public space

Park dikescape
Urban dike parkway, space for people

Homeport Marconi
New gate to the city

M4U
Marconi for us

Rotterdam
vision: MarconiPo[o]rtrait 

Marconiplein will be a balanced mobility node that functions as a gate to the city where local people 
can meet and relax in the square that will now function as a cultural backyard, while travelers and 
visitors can enjoy a variety of activities through new added program and functions. By binding 
the surrounding neighborhoods and strengthening the water defense and green connections, the 
redeveloped square will offer new opportunities for everyone.  
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